
 

 

 

 

 

To give further information to parents, schools, the wider community and 

other stakeholders who are considering responding to the Music Education 

Hub ‘call for evidence’ consultation by the DfE, we hope that the following 

information is useful in giving you the Herefordshire context 

 

Please note that Encore is a politically neutral organisation. This information is therefore 

given without any political bias. 

 

Herefordshire Music Service 

I took over the leadership of Herefordshire Music Service in 2008. At this time, it received 

the following funding: 

• Department for Education grant of £290K 

• Local authority funding over the previous 6 years average of 150k pa 

• Instrument purchase grant to support whole class instrumental lessons =30K  

• Total Funding of 470K 

 

For this, HMS was required to: 

o Provide/support subsidised instrumental and vocal lessons in schools across 

Herefordshire 

o Provide subsidised whole class instrumental lessons in schools 

o Provide an instrumental loan service 

o Run county bands and orchestras 

 

Key Milestones 

In 2008/9 the LA withdrew all funding. The service was left financially unviable, with schools 

not willing to pay the full cost of instrumental lessons. As a result, in 2011, all 51 

instrumental and vocal teachers were made redundant. HMS established a supportive 

framework to enable the teachers to continue to teach pupils on a self-employed basis 

(Accredited Teacher Scheme). 



 

The DfE instrument purchase grant to support whole class instrumental lessons was later 

withdrawn. 

In 2012, the Local Authority decided to externalise Herefordshire Music Service. A not for 

profit social enterprise called Encore Enterprises CIC was established in order to keep music 

services going in the county. Encore, as an independent organisation, has had to take on the 

full costs of running a company e.g. HR, finance, accountancy costs, insurance, Governance 

for a Board of Directors etc. 

In 2012, following a review of music education, the DfE replaced the Music Service Grant 

with a Music Education Hub grant 

By coincidence, Encore and the Music Education Hub process all started in the summer of 

2012 

 

Music Education Hubs (MEH) – Governance and Accountability 

Everything in this section is a new requirement 

Music Education Hubs are generally led by the music service for each LA area. In terms of 
Governance, an advisory/decision making board was formed and now oversees the strategy 
of spending the MEH grant, rather than it just being the music service making decisions. 
Herefordshire MEH Board has around 20 people e.g. head teacher, high school heads of 
music, primary school representatives, independent school representatives, parent/pupil 
reps, other people with skills in finance and business. It has an independent Chair. Encore 
(as the recipient of the grant) is responsible for the running of this Board. This all works 
really well. 

The DfE MEH Grant is administered through Arts Council England (ACE). This is a major 
change. ACE is an arts organisation and not an education organisation, therefore there is 
less emphasis on lesson observations and quality (not to say this isn’t considered!), with 
more of an emphasis on pupil numbers. Targets are set based upon numbers of participants 
and not on quality (unlike schools). ACE compare Herefordshire statistics with the West 
Midlands or Midlands, so this includes Birmingham and the Black Country. Encore compares 
Herefordshire against out statistical neighbours (Shropshire, Yorkshire etc), which in our 
view is more relevant. 

Encore has to report quarterly and provide quarterly documentation to ACE. In addition it 
has to meet termly with ACE and respond to ACE in respect of any additional requirements. 
We are required to complete extensive annual return documentation, Business Plans, 
Activity Plans etc. These are extensive requirements. The reporting required by ACE is the 
same, irrespective of the amount of DfE grant received e.g. Birmingham receives around 
nine times the funding of Herefordshire and yet we have to provide the same number of 
documents for scrutiny. 



 

There is a significant cost, time and stress to all of the above, alongside the difficulty of 
balancing the views and experience of Encore, the Herefordshire MEH Board, ACE and those 
of young people. Encore is continuously praised at its continual development, but there is a 
lack of understanding that if we develop one area of provision that another area has to 
reduce or cease. This is an impossible, stressful and unmanageable situation. 

Music Education Hubs (MEH) – Provision of Services 

Here is the list of what we are required to provide with our current MEH funding. There are 
no required areas which have been dropped from the former system. I have hi-lighted those 
which are additional under the MEH/ACE requirements. 

There are 7 requirements: 

1. Whole class instrumental lessons, but now with targets to increase the numbers of 
schools/pupils  

2. Instrumental and vocal lessons in schools, but now with other alternatives for 
children who wish to continue from whole class instrumental lessons e.g. after 
school group/ensemble tuition. 

3. County bands and orchestras, but now with the requirement to widen the genres, 
such as to rock, pop, ukulele, jazz etc. 

4. Instrument loan service, now with a requirement for subsidised or free instrument 
hire for children in receipt of free school meals 

5. New - Provide a county singing strategy to ensure that all schools offer singing to all 
pupils. This includes visiting schools, providing vocal experts, providing resources for 
schools etc. 

6. Offering large-scale performance opportunities and the ability to work with other 
professional musicians. These have traditionally been music centre bands and 
orchestras concerts and some county-wide performances. They now include 
opportunities such as joint concerts with professional bands and orchestras, the 
opportunity for state schools to join independent school large concerts, 
performances for the new rock and pop and other ensemble genres, singing strategy 
cluster school performances, joint events with other music services. Orchestra of the 
Swan are working with some mainstream and special schools as part of a partnership 
for example. 

7. Providing advice to schools to develop their music departments and the musical 
opportunities to their pupils. Supporting school music teacher CPD – in 
Herefordshire we now run a subsidised School Music Conference day for school -



 

based class music teachers. We also subsidise online resources to support schools to 
deliver their own whole class music activities – along with the training to go with it 

Music Services on the whole have traditionally not fully included pupils with Special 
Educational Needs. We are now required to provide school and ensemble opportunities for 
pupils from special/alternative school provision e.g. our first ensemble for pupils with SEN is 
due to start in September 

ACE have also required us to have and deliver upon a fundraising strategy, to support their 
Schools Arts Mark programme, and also to support Arts Awards for young people 

 

Music Education Hubs – The Opportunities 

MEH encourage more partnership in order to offer greater opportunities for children and 
young people. MEH have enabled many more children to receive musical opportunities from 
outside school. MEH have strengthened the partnership between music services/Encore and 
our school colleagues. MEH have greatly improved the support for our school-based 
colleagues who are often the only one with musical expertise in their schools and indeed 
some schools do not have a musical expert. The MEH concept is a great one and has given 
more opportunities to Herefordshire’s’ children and young people. 

Nationally, opportunities have been curtailed by some schools focussing on numeracy and 
literacy and less on the whole child. There is a reduced understanding that music lessons 
and opportunities are not just about learning music, they are about the skills that these 
bring that help other lessons, alongside the health, emotional and social skills that it brings. 
OFSTED is going to be looking at schools more carefully now to ensure they are offering a 
‘Broad and balanced’ curriculum. Fortunately, in Herefordshire, many of our school leaders 
really ‘get’ the power of music.  

In a recent survey, 74% of GPs stated that they believed the arts can make a "significant 
contribution" to preventative healthcare, so this questions why we are sacrificing arts in 
schools and maybe this  is part of the reason for declining mental health of our children – 
particularly teenagers. If you haven’t got a healthy mind, you won’t be able to study any 
subject properly. 

A couple of years ago I published a document nationally about Encore’s analysis of our 2016-

17 data. Encore considered the impact of our work upon pupils themselves. We looked at the 

KS1 to KS2 progress for schools and compared this with schools who engaged in Whole class 

ensemble lessons (WCET). This is what we found: 

 

 



 

• The average ‘reading progress’ score for schools that have WCET delivered by Encore 
is 132% higher than those that don’t.  

• The average ‘writing progress’ score for schools that have WCET delivered by Encore 
is 21% higher than those that don’t. 

• The average ‘maths progress’ score for school that have WCET delivered by Encore is 
132% higher than those that don’t. 

 
I won’t take any credit away from our excellent primary schools, but can this really be just a 
coincidence?! 

The Government has introduced the EBacc, which requires schools to offer a set of GCSE 
courses based around certain subjects – but arts subjects are excluded. This means less 
options for arts at GCSE for young people, less opportunity to study music at GCSE and 
consequently less children starting or continuing with their instrumental/vocal lessons. 
Which in turn means less interest at music A Level. There is a massive ongoing national 
campaign by the Incorporated Society of Musicians (and others) to include arts in the EBacc. 

Consequently, there are less young people who are learning traditional instruments which 
affects county bands and orchestras. Many counties (like Herefordshire) now struggle to 
have enough pupils to make a county youth orchestra musically viable. The spiral of 
marginalising music and the arts means there has been a dramatic drop in arts (including 
music as a single subject) GCSE numbers and the number of arts teachers is plummeting. 
Despite this, MEH and organisations such as Encore who manage them are being pressured 
for increasing uptake year on year. 

So, what about the facts you might ask? The following statistics (all approximate) are 
Encore’s and Herefordshire MEH. There will be many additional activities by other private 
music teachers and teachers in schools too. 

• The numbers of young people involved in Herefordshire’s county ensembles has 
gone down by 20% since MEH started, although quality has improved 

• The numbers of pupils learning peripatetic individual/paired instrumental and vocal 
lessons is stable in Herefordshire at around 1,700 

• The numbers of pupils learning traditional orchestral and band instruments has 
dropped to around 50% of the above 

• The numbers of schools receiving Encore delivered whole class ensemble teaching or 
delivering their own whole class ensemble teaching has gone up by 200% from 20 to 
60 schools since MEH started 

• The numbers of pupils who are receiving whole class ensemble teaching (at no cost 
to families) has gone up by 300% from 1,100 to 4,400 pupils since MEH started 



 

• The number of schools working in partnership with Encore has gone up by 30% from 
76% to 95% since MEH started 

• The numbers of pupils from low income families receiving support towards the cost 
of individual/paired lessons was over 50 and ceased in 2011 due to funding issues in 
(note that we have partnered to set up a charity to bridge the gap – Herefordshire 
Music Fund. This currently supports over 20 young people) 

• The numbers of instruments on hire has increased by 75% from 1,600 to 2,800 

• MEH Singing strategy is working with 65 schools 

 

Music Education Hubs – The Funding 

Most Local Authorities no longer fund their music services. Some others still offer ‘in kind’ 
financial assistance for back office services such as HR, finance, payroll etc. 

Each Hub lead organisation (Encore for Herefordshire) will receive a proportion of the 

overall funding amount based on their share of the overall number of eligible pupils in their 

local authority area. 90% of the funding is distributed based on each local authority’s share 

of the total number of pupils registered on roll and the remaining 10% is distributed based 

on their share of the numbers of pupils eligible for Free School Meals. 

The funding pot is not increased as more pupils join the national education system year on 

year. So, as more pupils join, we simply get less funding for each one! As more pupils join 

urban areas than rural, Herefordshire overall usually sees a small drop in its proportion of 

the funding…even though we have more pupils on role across the county! 

The Education Funding Agency (the name when we contacted them) has twice turned down 

a request from a group of rural hubs (including Herefordshire) for the funding to include a 

proportion to the number of schools – as rural hubs have more schools per pupil population 

which the hub needs to provide services to. 

Unlike funding for schools, the funding formulae has been fair across England for MEH. This 

is welcomed. However until recently, when the DfE offered to pay for those MEH/Music 

Services who employ using teachers pensions. Those MEH will receive additional funding. 

The DfE has not offered any support for those (like Encore) who offer Local Government 

pension or those like Encore that have had to implement pensions for all staff under new 

Government requirements a couple of years ago. Whilst the funding formula itself is still 

fair, the pension top-up is not. Some MEH like Encore will have to find our pension increase 

savings from opportunities for our children. We view this as unfair on our children and 

young people and have asked the DfE for a response to this. 



 

In 2008 Herefordshire Music Service received = 320K from DfE and 150K from the LA 

In 2019/20 DfE MEH Grant funding for Herefordshire = 221K. This is 47% of our total 

funding for 2008 and 69% of our 2008 DfE funding, and that is not factoring in inflation 

and aspects such as pay or pension increases nor does it allow for increases in rent and 

other costs over the 12 year period. 

As an independent social enterprise, we now have many more overheads of our own to pay 

for. There are some great opportunities for our young people that have really come about 

from the introduction of MEH, alongside greater connections with schools and other 

partners, yet despite all of the additional requirements and reporting, the funding is actually 

less! We are now using our time to also fundraise to be able to meet the requirements. The 

MEH budget currently overspends by at least 50K each year. Encore fills this funding gap 

from its earned income.  

As pressure for increased numbers continues, the situation is not sustainable and indeed we 

should not have to fundraise to meet the requirements of a grant, we should fundraise for 

our own purposes. As someone responsible for Encore’s staff and freelancers (over 70 

people), I cannot continue to ask them to give more and more of their own free time, whilst 

remunerating them at the lower end of market rates.  

The way forward is unsustainable, not just in the long term but in the short term. We are 

spending more and more time reporting, target meeting, and trying to make the books 

balance, when we should be spending our time focussing on high quality music education 

opportunities for the children and young people that we serve.  

 

Cliff Woollard 

Managing Director, Encore Enterprises CIC 

6th March 2020 


